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It was the day of Nan’s departure. // Mor viewed the prospect with relief. // For 
some time now / their small house had been a scene / where washing, drying / and 
ironing of clothes, / discovery and renovation of suitcases, / unfolding of maps, / and 
discussion of trains, / seat reservations and the weather, / had gone on without 
intermission / until Mor had been obliged / to invent excuses for staying in school. // 
End-of-term exams were just beginning, / and although this meant less teaching, / it 
meant more correcting, / and it was about this time too / that Mor had to settle down / to 
the organization of reports / and the solving of various staff problems / for next term / 
with which Evvy / was patently unable to deal. // His house became intolerable to him. 
// It was always too small, / though usually it was better in summer / than in winter, / 
since open windows / could lend extra space to the rooms. // But Nan could be relied 
upon / to turn the place topsy-turvy / before a holiday, / and Felicity was being / more 
than usually tiresome and tearful. // Mor’s heart sank each evening / as he came through 
the narrow front door, / with its panel of leaded glass, / into the small hall-way, / filled 
now with suitcases, / tennis rackets, and other paraphernalia. // He would have liked / to 
have gone over to Demoyte’s house / to get away from it all. // But although the Close 
and its inhabitants / were incessantly in his mind, / he did not go. // A general sense of 
unrest / and uneasiness filled him. // It was now less than three weeks / to Donald’s 
college entrance exam, / and he was worried about him. // He had called on him twice 
lately / to see how he was getting on, / but the boy had been very short with him, / and 
Mor had gone away / hurt and puzzled. // 

The sun shone from a clear blue sky / upon the little station / with its two 
platforms, / each covered with a neatly peaked roof, / like a toy station. // Quite a lot of 
people were waiting / for the London train, / many of them known by sight to Mor. // It 
was a scene / which he usually found / inexpressibly dreary. // There was five minutes 
to wait. // Then it came over him / like a sudden gust of warm fresh wind / that Nan was 
going / and this time next year / perhaps everything will be different. // 

(Adapted from The Sandcastle by Iris Murdoch) 

 
 

Преди първия прочит на диктовката на дъската се изписват собствените имена 
от текста: Nan, Mor, Evvy, Felicity, Demoyte, Close и Donald.  
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